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Chapter 4 Part 1 :

What to do when things start to go wrong ?

If you have a good crew member that is showing signs that they may be thinking about jumping ship, 
act early.  The sooner you start to address such notions the more chance you have of influencing the 
outcome in your favour.

Do not underestimate how the feelings of one unhappy crew member can cause ripples or even 
tsunamis through an entire crew. The sooner you recognise issues and start to deal with them, the 
better.

Have a confidential meeting with the crew member in question and try to get to the bottom of what’s 
eating them.  If you do not have the luxury of a proper office onboard where you can conduct such 
meetings then if possible get off the boat and go to a quiet and discreet location, the coffee shop away 
from the marina, or up the hill where few people ever go.

You may well find that people will talk more openly if they are off the boat and out of earshot of other 
crew.  Whatever you do, do not have such a discussion where other crew can over here, or even 
observe.  Even innocent interruptions can cause a crew member to be less open in their discussion 
with you.

Be patient and open and try to get to the actual root of the issue that the crewmember has. Dig deep 
enough to truly understand what it is that is making them consider jumping ship. If their issues are all 
perfectly valid (which with a good crew member you would hope that they would be), as opposed to 
just whinging for no good reason, then address each issue individually and with as much empathy as 
you feel justified to do so.

Recognise that the issues are real (if they are), or try to play them down a bit if you do not think they 
are. But do it with understanding and empathy. You may get told of an issue that you are fully aware of, 
let’s say something to do with the owner which will almost certainly be out of your control to resolve.  
For example, your owner is simply very rude and has shall we say a particularly chauvinistic attitude 
towards the girls from the interior. 

This can be hard for any person to accept and tolerate when there are plenty of openings for similar 
roles on other yachts that may have less troublesome owners. 

So you have a great stew who is generally otherwise happy onboard apart from the owner’s attitude 
and behaviour.  She’s thinking of jumping ship but has a lot of respect for you as a Captain an sees 
good potential in working with you in the long term because she sees how you mentor and want to 
have long term working relationships with good crew members.

So in this case the grass may appear to be at least partially greener on the other side, but there is the 
matter of the unknown and potentially jumping out of the frying pan with the difficult owner in it,  but 
otherwise things are OK,  into the fire with the incompetent and inexperienced Captain in it that may 
possibly have a less troublesome owner.

As a Captain especially a very experienced one, you are likely to be in many cases, significantly older 
than a lot of your crew, old enough in fact for them to be your offspring. You should captilaise on this 
fact.  The stew may well not have thought of this potential frying pan to fire situation, so you can gently 
bring it to her attention.  Once you suggest to her various points that she may not have considered in 
the whole equation, give her some time to go and reconsider the situation.

I always do this in a way that applies absolutely no pressure on the crew member at all. You simply 
offer a different point of view, raise points they may not have considered, look from a different 
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perspective.  Remain unbiased and impartial and give them these additional points to simply look at 
their issue from a broader perspective.  Help them to see the big picture.

One of the things that I have found most prevalent in dealing with crew issues onboard, is that often 
they have simply not thought things through properly.  They see an issue and as is often the case with 
youth, they think they have thought it through but in many cases they have actually taken a very 
blinkered view with regards to their perception of their own circumstances

In almost all cases this has worked for me in the past.  They tell you “Oh you’re right, I never
thought of that at all.”   It happens all the time. 

Many yacht crew have arrived in the industry with very little life experience at all, as with most people 
in their late teens and early twenties across all previous generations; who didn’t think they kind of knew 
it all  ?  In most cases they simply don’t, and in many more they know very little indeed and they need 
to be nurtured and mentored to help them find their way.

It is especially important for seafarers, especially the younger ones. Seafaring is an almost unique 
career in that we not only work onboard but we also live onboard as well.  This combined with a very 
limited number of people that we can actually have a face to face interaction with is a crucially 
important issue.

I believe it is much more challenging on yachts as we also have to deal with the pressures of what can 
often be very demanding owners.  The commercial maritime world, outside of passenger vessels 
anyway, and even then it is different as the passengers are not the crew’s bosses,  do not have to deal 
with much human interaction outside of the crew, at least not in the way that we do on yachts.  Your 
cargo is not likely to cause you to many issues if it is properly loaded, secured and compatible with 
operational conditions and any potential volatility is mitigated  by the design and quality of vessel it is 
being carried by, and the competency and experience of her crew.

Your average yacht owner is however somewhat different, with their expectations having to be 
constantly met whilst onboard and the pressure that their presence onboard brings. We don’t get to 
tidy your desk at 17:00 and leave our place of work for the night or the weekend, only to return next 
week at 09:00.  There is a lot more pressure on yachts in many ways. We do not have the same level 
of “commercial pressure” that many commercial vessels do, but this type of pressure is (in theory at 
least) easier to manage as there are much better procedural and legislative frameworks to help the 
crews through that pressure.

A master who refuses to go to sea for reasons of safety (providing his reasons can be reasonably 
substantiated) has much less likelihood of finding himself out of a job than the Captain that stands his 
ground on safety issues on a yacht with an owner that is used to getting what he wants when he wants  
100% of the time regardless of risk.

Apply the same premise to the young stewardess fending off unwanted attention form an owner or 
guest on a month long trip. It is harder to deal with this on a  yacht than on any type of commercial 
vessel.  It should not be but in reality as we all know, it is.

If you are on say a 50m with 10 crew and a very busy schedule with little or no time ashore during the 
season, limited online access, (and so busy that you do not get the time to use your phone anyway to 
keep in touch), it can be very difficult to discuss your issues with anyone impartial as everyone 
onboard may well be experiencing some of the same or similar issues. 

The fact that other crew onboard agree with your point of view on any given issue does not necessarily 
make them right.  Especially if they are also young and inexperienced.
This is where the role of a strong Captain should come into it’s own. I will be writing an article in the 
near future about what a Captain should be, and the many attributes and skills that they ought to have 
outside the obvious ones of safely navigating the ship.
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So the Captain needs to be there for all the crew to listen to their issues and help them through them.  
It can be tedious work I agree (depending on the nature of their issues), but it needs to be done. Who 
else do they have to turn to if they have very limited time ashore or proper and private access to 
communications systems that let them reach out to others to discuss their issues with.

That in itself can be extremely hazardous these days.  The sheer amount of utter nonsense and 
completely inaccurate and misleading information  that is discussed on Face Book (and the like) pages 
etc. that are dedicated to yachting is unbelievable. This issue warrants’ an article in itself and is 
currently being penned by yours truly.

Sadly many Captains are too inexperienced, not interested enough, can never find the time etc.  to 
properly carry out this critically important part of their role.

If a crew member approaches their Captain to address such issues and any of the above apply then 
its’ pretty much a lost cause. As I have previously mentioned, inexperienced Captains are a major 
reason why crew leave.

If you feel you are not necessarily the very best person onboard to deal with any such issues, utilise 
your HODs. Depending on the size of your vessel / crew, you may well have HODs that are capable of 
dealing with issues that you feel are not so well equipped to deal with.  This of course should where 
possible, be done in conjunction with the HOD.  Much will depend on how emotionally intelligent you 
are as a Captain.  Say for example you have a good crew member and there is a harassment issue 
with an owner.  It need not be particularly serious,  but it needs to be addresses as soon as possible.  
You may well have the kind of owner that will react very badly to being approached about such an 
issue but it cannot be ignored. 

Talk to your chief stew or Purser and she may well be able to bring some very useful experience and 
advice to the table in terms of her taking the lead in trying to help the girl involved.  It is particularly 
unfortunate when you have these scenarios; Great Boat, Great Captain, Great Crew, Owner with 
difficult to manage behaviour that crosses lines. 

Bringing in reinforcements from another senior crew member can be a great help. I have always 
managed to deal with all situations brought to me as my manner is such that I can (or at least have in 
the past,) always been able to handle them well enough, even when it’s been younger female crew 
members with issues that tend to focus on their gender. But if you feel that a better outcome would 
result from asking your Chief stew to assist with the matter then take that route as depending on who 
you are, what you are like as a Captain, if you are male, then a female crew member may feel more 
comfortable discussing any such issue with one of her own as it were. Stay in the loop and work 
closely with the chief stew (or whoever) to get the best outcome.

It’s always sad to see a good crew member feeling forced to move on because of such issues. They 
are undoubtedly some of the hardest do deal with onboard large yachts as we all know, and some 
owners see no boundaries, or at least consider them to be more flexible than the person on the other 
side of them.

If after going through the points above and a crew member still wants to leave but you really want to 
keep them, then you start can apply a more direct personal approach to it.

These will be addressed in the next chapter.


